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Being an engineer in the yachting industry, we are currently being bombarded with promotions for 
every possible cleaning chemical under the sun that are friendly for sensitive components, delicate 
interiors, expensive paint work and of course environmentally friendly.  
Being very conscious of what I put down the drains, in tanks, what we use on delicate materials and 
what we put overboard, I am constantly seeking more environmentally friendly solutions to cleaning 
and chemical treatments onboard.  
After being introduced to the RealSphere range early this year it was trialed for 2 months throughout 
the vessel with great success, with positive feedback from all departments. 
 
I now use Rs Eco World products in the engine room, it takes a lot to maintain the yachts engine room 
to a high standard, battling against oil, greases, paints. I found over the 2 months RS Eco World 
exceed all expectations I had of the products, RS Eco World “ALLOVA” is more than capable even at 
the lowest concentration to remove surface dirt, light greasing and every day dirt, exactly what this 
product was designed for. 
When it came to requiring a strong degreaser, RS Eco World  “Imperium” came into its own, again 
even at a low concentration its more than cable of cutting through all types of grease, oil, fuel, dried 
coolant residues making any clean-up operation so much quicker with far superior results to any other 
products, I am now even using “Imperium” in a concentration to clean turbo compressor wheels.  
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Of course I still needed a product that was going to be combatable with cleaning the sewage 
treatment plant on board, after discussions with technicians and manufactures on product suitable for 
use I chose to use RS Eco World  “Puro+” when dealing with the sewage treatment plant, this did not 
disappoint. opposed to the harsh chemical Sodium Hypochlorite (Chlorine) “Puro+” eats any present 
bacterial, using “Puro+” I know the plant is now free from any harmful bacteria and I can safely work 
on any part of the plant after being treated with RS Eco World“Puro+”  
 
 
We now use the RS Eco World range in its entirety, from “ Lumen”, “OCCIDERE™” and CORIUM” in the 
interior, “ALLOVA”, “LUMEN” & “DESCALE” outside on deck. Being delivered in 5ltr & 1ltr dispensers, 
decanted into re-usable spray bottles, we are now eliminating the huge consumption of throw away 
plastics we were used to saving volumes of stowage space. 
  
I’m a strong believer that the safety of crew, maintenance of equipment and the yacht in its entirety 
should not be governed by cost, having said this RS Eco World has had a strong impact in keeping the 
consumable cost down, saving considerably from using one product range throughout.   
 
I strongly recommend the RS Eco World Range, and not limiting it just to the yachting industry. 
 
 
Edward Epps  
2nd Engineer  
 
 
 

 
 


